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Introduction

It is commonly supposed that the National Cancer Institute (NCI) began life in 1937 as a pure research organization, almost unsullied by its subsidiary functions of cancer control and prevention. Historians have shown that supporters of the 1937 Cancer Bill which led to the creation of the NCI strongly argued their case in terms of the need for research;¹ that the National Advisory Cancer Council (NACC), the NCI’s advisory body, saw it as focused primarily on research;² and that basic and clinical research scientists took over the institute.³ Most accounts of the history of post-1937 NCI thus tell the story of a research organization.⁴ The general assumption is that research always dominated the NCI. An argument of this paper is that this assumption is quite mistaken. In its first fiscal year, the vast bulk of the NCI’s money went not on research, but on routine therapy.

The point can be made by a focus on radium. The 1937 Act establishing the institute required the NCI to purchase radium, and Congress authorized the expenditure of $200,000 for this purpose, far exceeding the estimated expenditure for anything else in the appropriation of $400,000 for fiscal year 1938.⁵ What must be recognized is that this radium was not intended for research.⁶ Most of it was loaned to hospitals across the United States for the routine treatment of cancer, mainly for patients who otherwise would have been unable to afford the therapy. To put it another way, about half the budget of the NCI in its first
year went on the routine treatment of indigent patients. The NCI was a New Deal program that used the resources of the federal government to alleviate the harsh conditions of the Great Depression on the poor.

I am not the first to argue that the NCI was a New Deal program. In her account of how the genetically standardized mouse came to play a central role in American biomedical research, Karen Rader notes Clarence Little’s call in 1932 for a “New Deal for mice,” by which he meant a New Deal for “mice researchers” or “research.” Little was the head of the Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor, Maine, then in financial difficulties, and his call had the objective not only of making federal support for cancer research a New Deal program, but also of creating a research market for the laboratory’s strain of mice, and (against vivisectionist objections) of making mice a morally acceptable stand-in for humans in the cancer laboratory. In some ways, Little succeeded in his goals. The Jackson Laboratory’s strain of mice became an important tool in NCI research, helping to secure the laboratory’s economic viability.

But Little’s vision of the New Deal as promoting cancer research was only one of many, and it was not the one that predominated in the first year of the NCI. Research—be it on mice, or on any other experimental material—obtained a smaller proportion of the NCI’s budget than the 50 percent that went on radium. In short, the NCI embodied at least two different visions of the New Deal—one that sought to use the resources of the federal government to promote research into causes and cures of cancer, and one that sought to use the resources of the federal government to help indigent patients with cancer. It was this latter vision of the New Deal that won out in the first year of the NCI, and advocates hoped it would continue for many years with continued purchases of radium. These hopes were not realized, and research and training rather than radium therapy eventually came to dominate the programs of the NCI. But, for a while in the late 1930s, this outcome was not certain.

This paper seeks to explain why this was the case. My argument is that the radium loan program was, in part, the result of political maneuvers that sought to respond to congressional desires to do something for existing cancer patients, while averting the possibility that these desires might result either in the creation of a large cancer treatment center in the Washington, D.C., area, or in a subsidy of diagnostic or treatment
centers across the country. Physicians and some supporters in Congress feared these possibilities would mark a further unwarranted expansion of government into the provision of health services, the Public Health Service (PHS) was reluctant to take on the responsibility, and researchers feared such outcomes would end their hopes that the NCI would be a research organization. Thus, while many disliked the idea of a radium loan program, they supported it so as to stop the other ideas of a proposed cancer hospital or subsidy. The first director of the NCI later recalled that in debates over the 1937 bill “the main question was whether to build another cancer hospital or whether to establish a National Institute, primarily devoted to cancer research,” and he noted that the latter won out. I think it won out on the backs of the radium program, and ultimately of the vision of the NCI as providing care for the poor.

Radium Therapy

Discovered in 1898, by World War I radium had become an important supplement (and sometimes alternative) to surgery, the mainstay of cancer therapy. Often it was used in the form of a salt, packed in milligram quantities into tubes or needles that could be inserted into natural or artificial cavities of the body in or around the tumor. The salt could also be placed in applicators that were positioned on the surface of the body or tumor, arranged in such a way as to deliver a particular dose of radiation to the growth. Alternatively, several grams of radium might be collected in one place. This radium might be used to produce radon which would be collected in small containers, sometimes called “seeds,” that were used in a similar way to the tubes or needles employed with the salt. Several grams of radium might also be used at some distance from the body to produce a beam of gamma radiation in a manner akin to X-rays: the so-called “beam,” “bomb,” or “telecurie” therapy. Radium and radon therapy had complex relationships to surgery. Some techniques required what was called a surgery-of-access to insert the tubes, needles, or “seeds” into the body. In addition, these and other techniques were often used in combination with surgery to counter pain and suffering in patients, to reduce “inoperable” tumors to operable size where they could be removed surgically, to help prevent recurrence
of cancer after surgery, to attack cancer cells that had spread out from the original growth, or some combination of all of these. In 1931 James Ewing, the director of the Memorial Hospital in New York, referred to the emergence of “radium surgery” as a new branch of surgery that aimed to cooperate with radiation in the treatment of cancer, but not to attempt alone to cure the disease. Seven years later, in 1938, he noted that “bloodless” methods such as X-rays and radium had replaced surgery in treatment of some types of cancer, especially of the skin, pharynx and uterus.

As the foregoing suggests, use of radium was appealing to surgeons for several reasons: because it built upon their existing skills, because it extended the reach of surgery into otherwise inoperable conditions, and because it promised other means of improving the effectiveness of surgical interventions. But it also had another appeal. Surgeons constantly complained that patients delayed too long in seeking care, often arriving in the physician’s office long after surgery could be effective. Radium promised at least two ways of addressing this issue. First, it promised to tackle the consequences of delay by making advanced tumors more accessible to surgery. As has been noted, radium could reduce, to an operable size, tumors that had grown large during the period of delay, and it could kill cells that had spread out from the original cancer during this period. Second, radium promised to tackle the causes of delay by making medical interventions less frightening to patients. In the case of breast cancer, for example, cancer experts noted that part of the reason why people put off going to the physician was that they feared having to undergo a painful, mutilating operation that was popularly believed to be ineffective against cancer. Physicians acknowledged that radium therapy could be painful, but did little publicly to discourage the popular belief that it was less painful and mutilating than surgery. Despite the need for a surgery-of-access, radium therapy was sometimes called surgery-without-the-knife, and before-and-after photographs routinely advertised cures by radium without the mutilation of surgery.

This is not to say that surgeons were unanimously in favor of radium. Some raised questions about its effectiveness compared to surgery or X-rays, some feared its harmful effects in the hands of inexperienced physicians, and some saw it as a threat to the reputation of cancer
The emergence of radium as an alternative and supplement to surgery in orthodox practice was threatened by its use in alternative “quack” therapies. The American Society for the Control of Cancer (ASCC) attempted to discredit “quack” uses of radium by claiming that they were ineffective, and that quacks were motivated mainly by money, and bordered on the criminal. In the ASCC’s educational movie Reward of Courage (1921), the fictional quack Morris Maxwell fraudulently attempts to sell Radiumized Paste as a cure for cancer and is eventually arrested for his efforts.

therapy, especially given its associations with quackery.16 (Figure 1) Surgical enthusiasm for radium was thus initially patchy, with enthusiasts and doubters debating its effectiveness in different types of cancer, at different stages of tumor growth, in combination with other modalities, and in the hands of particular practitioners.

In the 1920s and especially the 1930s, these debates intensified as large numbers of physicians flooded into the field, deepening earlier concerns among cancer agencies about inexperienced physicians taking up the therapy without sufficient understanding of its dangers, or the complexities of dosage, filtration, and administration of treatment.17 To these critics, some of the new radium enthusiasts were moved less by concern for their patients than by a desire for profit. As Daniel Quigley, the director
of the Radium Hospital of Omaha, Nebraska, put it in 1929, targeting the growing tendency of physicians to rent radium:

The proper use of radium requires the highest degree of skill and the greatest amount of experience, but the renting of radium puts it into the hands of the unskilled and dishonest. There can be only one motive in renting radium; that motive is the desire to get a fee and a fee to which obviously the doctor renting the radium is not entitled. He exploits his patients for a price, often causes death or disability on account of insufficient or bungling treatment, and causes all radium treatment to be cursed.\(^{18}\)

For Quigley and others, commercial radium rental agencies were complicit in this problem, often issuing doctors with “full directions” for the use of radium in lieu of formal training.\(^{19}\)

Criticism of the commercial motives behind radium renting also highlights growing concerns about quackery. For years anti-cancer organizations had warned the public to steer clear of quacks and to seek medical advice from a regular physician as soon as the possibility of cancer was identified. In these warnings, the public was advised that one way to distinguish a quack from a regular physician was his or her attitude towards money: Quacks were more interested in profit than patients. Amid the frenzy of physicians rushing to obtain radium in the 1920s and 1930s, cancer experts feared commercial motivations blurred this distinction, and led to exaggerated medical claims for radium therapy that were indistinguishable from those of quacks. Radium renters, like quacks, undermined patient trust by promising cures that they could not deliver, and risked patients’ lives because they failed to understand the dangers of radium. Physicians pointed to quack cures that killed, like the infamous Radithor,\(^ {20}\) as signifying the dangers of quackery. But it was equally clear that inexperienced regular physicians could, as Quigley put it, cause death and disability.\(^ {21}\)

The Costs of Radium

The flood of physicians into radium therapy in the 1930s helped set the stage for the NCI’s radium program. Radium was immensely costly, at
one time the most expensive substance in the world, and physicians and medical institutions found it difficult to obtain sufficient amounts of the substance. Thus, while radium imports into the United States jumped dramatically after 1929—it was one of the few commodities not to be affected by the economic downturn, according to the U.S. Department of Commerce—supply did not keep pace with medical demand. A 1931 survey undertaken by the Bureau of Mines estimated that the total radium for medical purposes available in the United States was 124.7 grams, a little over half the quantity the country needed. A 1937 estimate suggests the situation had changed little. A report in the Washington Post noted that the United States had 115 grams of radium available for medical purposes, and that a further 125 grams would be needed.

Despite the concerns about price, radium was in fact cheaper in the 1930s than in the late teens and early 1920s, and the price was continuing to fall. Prices had peaked in 1914 when American production of the element began and fell substantially until around 1921, when the Belgians opened new sources of radium in their colony in the Congo. They came to dominate world supply, forcing an end to American production. However, demand for medical radium both in the United States and abroad, outstripped supply, and the rate of fall in price slowed following the beginnings of Congo production. To respond to accusations that they used their monopoly position to hike the price of radium, the Belgian radium suppliers highlighted the fall in prices and also the practical problems of production, for only a very small quantity of radium could be extracted from tons of the ore.

In 1932 the near monopoly of the Belgians came to an end with the opening up of Canadian sources of radium. The rate of fall in the price of radium began to quicken until 1938, when an agreement to divide the world market and stabilize the price at $40,000 per gram was negotiated between the Belgians and Canadians. The price did in fact rise a little, but the manufacturers’ desired price was not attained. By the late 1930s, commentators hoped for further downward pressure on the price of radium from the introduction of high voltage X-ray machines (which produced rays of a similar wavelength to the gamma rays of radium) and from the newly developed cyclotron, a possible source of artificial radiation that might be substituted for radium. The good news of lower prices was,
however, tempered by the economic depression. Thus, while the price of radium dropped, hospitals and practitioners often found they were unable to purchase the substance.

Against this backdrop, the idea that the federal government might be involved in obtaining radium gained political and medical support. Government radium promised to improve supplies, lessen dependence on foreign radium companies, and improve the uneven distribution of radium across the nation. Most radium was concentrated in larger cities and cancer centers, mainly in the East and Mid-West. Many states had only a few milligrams of radium, and some of them had none. There were vast swaths of the country, especially in the West, which had no radium for cancer treatment available within hundreds of miles. Patients in these parts of the country were unlikely to obtain radium therapy without traveling a great distance. For some critics, this suggested that an increase in the supply of radium alone would not solve the problem. A fall in the price might mean that radium would simply go to places that already had a supply, exacerbating the uneven distribution of the element.

But the growing support for federal involvement in the radium issue was not without opposition. Thus, when in 1934 Senator James Davis (R-Pennsylvania) introduced a bill into Congress allowing Belgium to pay $10,000,000 of its war debt in the form of radium, the surgeon-dominated American Radium Society (ARS) argued against the proposal, concerned that this would give the federal government significant influence over the specialty. This radium was intended for distribution to hospitals and clinics, and, in the ARS view, it threatened to curb private enterprise, raised the spectre of greater federal competition with recognized practitioners, and threatened to exacerbate the problem of inexpert physicians entering the field. Despite anxieties about the growing numbers of quacks and inexperienced physicians using radium, the ARS preferred professional self-regulation to government regulation. The prospects of federal purchase of radium looked slim.

The Great Depression and Cancer

Three years later, the situation had changed. With millions of Americans unable to afford cancer services due to the economic depression, with
hospitals and clinics continuing to find it difficult to obtain radium, with cancer mortality surpassing that of tuberculosis in the early 1930s, and with anti-cancer legislative initiatives by progressive Democrats in Congress, opposition to government involvement weakened. The door was opened to a greater role for federal agencies in cancer, and, ultimately, to the federal purchase of radium for therapy.

The door was opened, in part, by a very significant growth in cancer services that created more demand for radium. Encouraged by the American Society for the Control of Cancer (ASCC) and the closely-related American College of Surgeons (ACS), the numbers of cancer clinics began to boom. In the early 1920s there were probably less than fifteen in the entire country. However, following publication in 1930 of the ACS recommendations on standards for cancer services, this number rose dramatically. By 1940 the number of clinics surveyed by the ACS was 490 with 345 approved. (See Table 1.) At the same time, state health departments also began to take a growing interest in cancer. In the 1930s, older control programs such as those in New York and Massachusetts were joined by New Hampshire (1931), followed by Connecticut (1935), by Missouri, Illinois, and Georgia (1937), and by South Carolina and Vermont (1939). As Figure 2 indicates, by the 1940s several other states had the beginnings of an official anti-cancer program.

Table 1. Clinics approved and surveyed by the American College of Surgeons, 1933-1940.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Surveyed</th>
<th>Approved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See sources listed in Table 2 for approved cancer clinics.
Note: This ACS list surveyed not only American but also Canadian and later a few Chinese and Cuban clinics—these clinics are included in the totals above.
Figure 2. State Cancer Control Programs in 1940.

The burgeoning numbers of cancer clinics and services challenged opposition to the federal purchase of radium. With their budgets strained by hard economic times, many hospitals and state health departments found it very difficult to find the money for radium for such clinics, and so found themselves unable to compete in the frenetic market for the substance. Yet demand for radium continued to rise, fed by various education campaigns that informed the public that the only cure for cancer was early treatment by radium, X-rays, and surgery undertaken by a recognized physician. In these circumstances it was often unclear what hospitals or state health departments should do to obtain radium. Occasionally, they began anti-cancer programs even in the absence of radium, perhaps in part to create political pressure for the substance. But such strategies were risky. The pressure might not work, and patients would be left with nowhere to go, except perhaps to inexperienced physicians and quacks. Thus physicians were often reluctant to undertake campaigns until radium was available. It was a double-bind: the absence of radium created pressure for campaigns to boost supplies, but the campaign could backfire and create demands that cancer programs could not meet.

Against this backdrop of growing anxieties about radium, and with the Belgian war-debt repayment scheme seemingly dead, Congress revisited plans for a cancer bill to authorize federal support for research and treatment. The Public Health Service had supported a small research program on cancer since August 1922, when the Surgeon General had assigned Joseph W. Schereschewsky to study the disease in a rented laboratory in the Department of Preventive Medicine at Harvard Medical School. But efforts to expand PHS support for research had faltered, and bills introduced into Congress in 1927, 1928, 1929 and 1930, did not pass into law. Part of the reason for this failure was a lack of enthusiasm on the part of the PHS. This attitude changed with the appointment in 1936 of Thomas Parran as Surgeon General. As James Patterson notes, Parran had a particular interest in cancer: his wife had died of the disease, he had served on the ASCC, and he had a liberal, activist view of the government’s role in public health. The following year, Senator Homer Bone of Washington and Representatives Maury Maverick of Texas and Warren G. Magnuson of Washington, all
progressive Democrats, introduced three cancer bills into Congress.\textsuperscript{43} Parran was involved in shaping the Bone and Maverick bills, and perhaps Magnuson’s as well.

Unlike the bills in the 1920s, the new bills were not restricted to research. Both Bone and Maverick were anxious to address the problems faced particularly by the poor, and both included the purchase and loan of radium for treatment in their bills. Bone seems to have introduced this measure on the recommendation of Parran, who argued against a broader proposal for a government subsidy to cancer diagnostic and treatment centers. Parran noted that the country was particularly lacking in an adequate supply of radium, that radium was particularly expensive ($30,000-$40,000 a gram), and that the country needed sixty to eighty additional grams. In his view, the public authorities were willing to take responsibility for the purchase and loan of radium, but not for the broader subsidy, which would involve considerable public expenditure.\textsuperscript{44} Parran also made a case to Maury Maverick for the purchase and loan of radium.\textsuperscript{45}

Political Compromise

The loan program thus entered the legislation as a means of addressing the national shortage of radium, and paradoxically of limiting the role of the newly activist Public Health Service in providing cancer services. But this still leaves one question: Why did the loan program constitute such a large percentage of the NCI’s budget when a major justification for the creation of the NCI was that of research? The answer, I suggest, was the low status of cancer research as a field, and the inability of scientists to persuade Congress that the long-term benefits of laboratory research should win out over the immediate benefits of distributing radium.

Those who argued for federal support for cancer research often highlighted the poor status of the field in the country. It was, they claimed, undervalued. Philanthropic resources were insufficient to support cancer research, and there were not enough trained investigators in the field.\textsuperscript{46} Pay was poor. The average wage of a cancer researcher with two to five years of experience was about that of a carpenter, and people were easily tempted by the better pay and prospects in industry. Moreover, the field
was so technically complex, and the prospects of scientific advance so uncertain, that it was very unlikely a cancer researcher could make a name for himself or herself, and, even if he or she did, there was little in the way of a career structure by which they might advance. In 1932, Henry Sigerist, recently appointed to head the Institute of the History of Medicine at the Johns Hopkins University, recalled a German surgeon telling him: “If a great scientist at the end of a brilliant career wants to make a fool of himself, he takes up the problem of cancer.”

It was such problems that made cancer researchers particularly vociferous in their appeals for federal funding, but the problems also reveal the weakness of the researchers’ position. By their own admission they could not promise results in terms of improvements in treatment for years, if ever, and so it was often quite unclear why, if federal money should be spent on cancer at all, it should not go to something like radium which promised immediate results in terms of relieving suffering. Put another way, part of the reason why research was not the main focus of the NCI was that its advocates were unable to promise results that might help already existing cancer patients. Improving cancer treatment for these patients had better political appeal in congress than nebulous promises of the future benefits of research.

Pleas for greater federal research funding were not helped by disputes among cancer experts over the value of fundamental research. For example, James Ewing argued in 1936 that in the past thirty years the major benefits to the cancer patient had come not from fundamental laboratory work, but from clinical research. Indeed, Ewing complained that the promotion of fundamental cancer research was sometimes carried out at the expense of practical steps to help patients: “the first step [he wrote] in the organization of cancer control in any community should be the provision of first-class clinical service, under cover of which one may pursue at his leisure, and without reproach, any number of interesting fundamental researches.” It was for this reason that, in evidence to a Joint Committee of Congress, he opposed the idea of federal support for research as: “merely another futile effort to discover the ultimate cause of cancer, which is an unsolvable problem.” Instead, he argued for the creation of a large central cancer institute in Washington designed mainly for the treatment of patients.
As one of the most influential voices in cancer research, Ewing’s criticism carried weight. With Bone and Maverick keen to do something for current cancer patients, and the American Medical Association (AMA) cautioning against federal government support for research on the grounds that it might paralyze private initiative,\textsuperscript{51} Congress found that research alone was an insufficient political ground to support arguments for the federal funding of cancer. Attention, therefore, focused on measures that might have a quicker impact than fundamental research. The prospect was worrying to supporters of laboratory research. “I hope that the treatment feature will not be neglected,” noted Clarence Little, then in the midst of his campaign to promote a New Deal for mice, in evidence to the Joint Committee, “but I hope also that it will not be overemphasized to a point where the pure research suffers, because the very scattered nature of that pure research makes it a very poor beggar, a very poor agent, to raise funds for itself.”\textsuperscript{52}

Ewing’s proposal of a cancer treatment center seems to have persuaded some members of Congress. Thomas Parran noted later that Congress wanted to do something for the existing cancer patient. The specific proposal, he suggested, was that the Cancer Institute should be a central government cancer hospital. But Parran added ambiguously that the “implications of it were rather frightening,”\textsuperscript{53} and, as a result, the law was drafted to authorize the purchase and loan of radium. This was a better means, he claimed, of treating people in institutions where radium was needed, and of developing improved methods for the use of radium. Parran did not elaborate what these frightening implications were, but it is likely that he felt the PHS would be reluctant to take responsibility for this hospital, just as he had noted earlier it would have been reluctant to take responsibility for a subsidy for cancer diagnostic and treatment services. It is also probable that politically powerful medical organizations such as the American Medical Association (AMA) and the ARS were opposed to proposals for a cancer hospital (as they would also have been opposed to the subsidy proposal) as an intrusion by the federal government into health provision.

The radium loan program, therefore, gained support in part as a political compromise. First, it promised to address Congress’s desire to do something for present-day cancer patients (especially patients that could
not afford care during the Depression) while avoiding a broader subsidy of diagnostic and treatment services or the creation of the hospital that Ewing desired. Second, it also smoothed the path to congressional support for research. Despite anxieties that they might suffer if the Cancer Act supported treatment programs, cancer researchers gained Congress’s backing as part of a mixed legislative package that included both research and treatment. It was the combination of the promise of long-term benefits from research and short-term benefits from radium that made the Cancer Act politically workable.

Paradoxically, this mix of research and treatment may have put an end to an earlier idea that the radium might be used primarily for research. In circa 1936/1937, Schereschewsky had drawn up a memorandum that proposed a combined cancer research and treatment center, equipped with between eight and ten grams of radium. But the loan program did away with this possibility of combining research and practice. (Perhaps it was too close to Ewing’s suggestion of a cancer treatment hospital.) It also did away with another possibility that radium might be used for cooperative research among several institutions. Early plans for federal radium proposed to loan the salt to hospitals, research centers, and institutions across the country, not for routine therapy alone, but also for collaborative research–radium recipients would be required to join in research problems and cooperate with a cancer center in certain clinical problems. While the 1937 Act allowed for the radium to be used for research, in practice only a tiny amount was used in this way. Against a backdrop of concern that radium therapy was being sacrificed to research, the vast bulk of the radium went to routine therapy.

The Radium Loan Program

The radium loan program might have begun life as a political compromise, but the NCI administrators who ran it saw it as much more. In their view, the program promised not only to improve the nation’s supply of radium, but also to rationalize its distribution. It would coordinate federal, state and local anti-cancer programs, and ensure that only experienced or qualified individuals obtained government radium. In short, it promised to ensure that best-practice filtered down from leading centers,
through to clinics and hospitals in far-flung corners of the country. NCI administrators also hoped to be able to use the government’s purchasing power to obtain radium at lower than commercial price, and there was debate as to whether the NCI should put the purchase off until the price had fallen further. In fact, following the government’s acquisition of radium, the price rose, and the radium companies and the National Bureau of Standards began to predict further increases in the price of radium, in part because of increasing demand for the element, and because of the Belgian-Canadian agreement previously mentioned. Rising prices prompted some to see the NCI not as a source of radium, but as a potential purchaser of their own surplus radium.

The first loan was made to Sedgwick County Hospital, Wichita, Kansas, on 6 October 1938, and by 1940, 47 hospitals in 24 states and Hawaii had received radium. The number had jumped to about 57 in 1943 (see Table 2 at pp. 121-24), not including the Marine Hospital in Baltimore to which the NCI allocated two grams of radium for a radon production plant. As the name suggests, the program was a loan program. Hospitals that received radium were not given the radium; it remained the property of the NCI, and hospitals had to reapply each year to keep the radium on loan to them. The NCI itself did not charge for the loan: hospitals that received radium agreed to obtain insurance for it, and not to charge their patients for its use, excepting some related nursing and medical costs. Occasionally, the NCI would visit the various hospitals for routine checks of the tumor clinics and the radium. It also visited clinics to follow up complaints of poor practice. One such visit was in 1940 to the Sedgwick County Hospital.

The vast bulk of the radium went not to elite cancer institutions, but to small city, county, and private hospitals, as well as to a sprinkling of university hospitals providing care for indigents. Most of the hospitals that received radium were in the East, the South and the Mid-West (See Figure 3). Few hospitals west of Wichita received radium, excepting loans to Denver’s Colorado General and St Luke’s Hospitals, El Paso’s City-County Hospital, Seattle’s Swedish Hospital, the City County Hospital in Los Angeles, and the Queen’s Hospital in Hawaii. If the program was intended to improve the distribution of radium throughout the country, it did not succeed. Although the loan program was an
The additional loans between 1940 and 1943 mentioned in Table 2 were all in the South or the East. They did not significantly change the distribution of radium in the West.

important element in state cancer control programs, many areas especially in the West remained without adequate medical radium.

As Table 2 indicates many hospitals that received radium between 1938 and 1943 had established tumor clinics in the 1930s, a significant number being formed in 1937/1939 shortly before the first loans of radium were sent out. As has been noted, creating cancer clinics could be an expensive undertaking because of the need to purchase X-ray, radium and laboratory equipment. Not all hospitals could obtain sufficient radium, and some could obtain none. Hospitals without radium had to send patients elsewhere for treatment, or return them home, and the absence of radium or X-ray equipment jeopardized recognition by the American College of Surgeons, which specified that tumor clinics must be equipped to properly treat patients with radium and X-rays. Hospital administrators and physicians thus saw government radium as a way of easing the financial burden, expanding the range of services available for patients, and gaining ACS recognition. Recognition by the ACS was not a prerequisite for an NCI loan. Eight hospitals did not have ACS-approved clinics prior to 1943, and others only obtained recognition after the loan was made (see Table 2).

This is not to say that government radium was an unequivocal boon. The arrival of government radium was often reported in the local press, with the result that hospitals and clinics would suddenly find themselves inundated with new patients. Growing numbers of patients could signify a welcome growth of public and medical awareness of the cancer problem. But it also created demands for cancer services that hospital administrators and physicians feared they would be unable to meet. This could be a never-ending problem, with the acquisition of radium stimulating a new flow of patients, in turn creating demands for more radium and other cancer services, in turn promoting delay. Thus, the free radium from the NCI could be a temporary fix, and one that came with strings (such as particular qualifications of radium therapists) that hospitals could find difficult to meet. But, despite these problems, hospital administrators were not reluctant to seek NCI radium, and demand rapidly outstripped supply.

If hospital administrators saw NCI radium as a means of improving cancer services, so too did state health administrators. Federal radium was
an integral part of state cancer control programs established between 1937 and 1939, including those of Connecticut, Missouri, Georgia, South Carolina, and Vermont, as well as older ones such as those of New York and Massachusetts. Like their hospital counterparts, state officials saw radium as a useful means of ensuring that cancer clinics were provided with a full range of therapeutic equipment. The failure of some hospitals to secure government radium meant delay in establishing diagnostic or treatment clinics, and endangered these nascent state anti-cancer schemes. The director of the Georgia Department of Public Health made the point in 1938, fearful that one hospital’s failure to secure government radium would undermine his efforts to establish a network of cancer centers across the state: “undue delay [he wrote to the NIH] in supplying this radium will materially affect the organization of additional treatment centers which we are endeavoring to establish in this State.” At first, each applicant hospital was required to have the approval of the official state boards of health and cancer commissions, where the latter existed.

One Georgian state official argued that the growing importance of cancer as a public health issue meant that they were the ones most familiar with existing facilities in their states and best suited to judge where additional facilities should be established. The point was endorsed by the NACC, which also hoped it would cement existing cooperative relations between the state health departments and the United States Public Health Service, and solve the practical problems of assessing the suitability of individual hospitals for a loan. The NACC wanted to ensure that loans were part of a coordinated effort by the state to deal with the cancer problem, and counter what Clarence Little saw as “immediate condemnation [from medical “men”] of even the idea that we should loan radium to any individual institutions.” But it was only a short term solution. Only a few state health departments had well-organized cancer control programs, and only a few of these included radiation therapy. One NCI official later noted that in consequence the requirement did not have a significant impact on the program. The requirement for state approval was later dropped following the addition of qualified radiologists to the NCI’s staff who served as consultants and advisors to the loan program, and with the growth of approval procedures by the various radiology organizations.
In addition to the requirement for state approval, the NCI stipulated that only those with qualifications equivalent to those required for diplomates of the American Board of Radiology (incorporated in 1934) would be allowed to use the radium for treatment. “This is the highest standard that we know of in this country,” explained Carl Voegtlin, the chief of the NCI, who went on to elaborate a legal rationale as well: “and it was adopted in order to protect ourselves against the possibility of lawsuits by persons who might be injured as the result of improper radium therapy.”

However, Schereschewsky (who had now moved from Harvard to Georgia, where he was the acting director of cancer control for the state) worried that this recommendation might work against efforts to ensure that the radium was distributed to places that did not have it. In his view, the American Board of Radiology’s qualifications were so strict that the creation of some outlying centers without such qualified radiologists would be unduly delayed, and would, as he put it, “seriously cripple cancer treatment facilities in the State.” By 1962, seven institutions had been denied a loan because their radiologists did not meet the qualifications of the Board.

These issues highlight tensions between federal and state administrators over the radium loan program. The program might have begun as an effort to cement cooperative arrangements, but sometimes federal and state officials did not cooperate. Federal officials found state officials questioning how they ran the program. These officials queried federal decisions by which hospitals received or did not receive radium; federal decisions on the qualifications required of radium practitioners; and the federal decision that only indigent patients should receive government radium. Georgia makes the case again. The Georgian control scheme aimed to make cancer clinics available for both private and state-aided patients, and Georgian officials worried that federal rules dictated that, even where there was no other radium locally, paying patients would not be allowed to use NCI radium. Therefore they would be required to travel a considerable distance for treatment—a requirement that would probably result in delayed treatment. The NCI’s response is not recorded, but it does not seem to have changed its rules.

We do not know much about the technical use of radium: few records on this subject appear to have survived. However, the quantity of radium
purchased by the NCI placed restrictions on the type of therapy that could be undertaken. Most radium was allocated in small milligram quantities, packed into standardized tubes and needles, apart from the two grams given to the Marine Hospital in Baltimore for radon production. Despite considerable discussion on the NACC, the Council decided not to allocate radium for telecurie or bomb therapy, the major technological innovation of the 1930s. This required several grams of radium to produce a beam of radiation, and the NCI simply did not have enough to distribute for this purpose; not the eight to ten grams that Schereschewsky had requested for the proposed cancer research hospital, which would have been sufficient for a bomb.

Radium bombs would have tied up too much radium to allow the NCI to make the element widely available. Moreover, despite considerable enthusiasm for bomb therapy in Europe it was still regarded as an experimental technique on the American side of the Atlantic, and its superiority to newer supervoltage X-ray equipment was questioned, since the latter produced X-rays of similar wavelength to the gamma rays of radium. “The best testimony that Congress had,” Thomas Parran told the NACC in answer to a question about the intention of Congress, “was that there was a deficiency in the amount of radium, that radium was a valuable agent for the treatment of cancer, and that more radium would save the lives of some patients. You would not be doing that in the next year whilst experimenting with the radium bombs [sic], and there is a likelihood that in two or three years from now the price will be lower.”

Second, if the quantity of radium purchased by the NCI placed restrictions on the types of therapy that could be carried out, it also restricted the ways in which the NCI could influence the development of radiotherapy as a specialty. Comparison with the British system of radium distribution is worth mention here. The establishment in 1929 in Britain of a centralized national radium organization had resulted in the creation of one of the world’s largest radium purchasing and supply organizations—the Radium Trust which purchased radium, and the Radium Commission which distributed it to hospitals. In 1931 the Trust ordered 24.9 grams of radium, and later obtained a further 20 grams on loan, with the option of purchase; quantities that dwarfed the 9.5 grams of radium purchased by the NCI for a much larger nation.
Commission used its control of radium to encourage the separation of radiotherapy from radio-diagnosis (this did not happen in the United States until the 1960s); to encourage the development of bomb therapy; to forge a common union between radium therapy and X-ray therapy, hitherto often quite separate specialties; and to make hospitals that wanted its radium appoint physicists, and adopt certain safety and practice standards. The NCI quickly realized that it could not hope to emulate these efforts. After receiving a report on the British Radium Commission, the director of the NIH was moved to note in 1938: “the English are ahead of us in the development of a national plan for cancer control as far as the government is concerned.”

The End of a New Deal for Patients

The radium loan program began in 1938 with high hopes of a new future for radium therapy within the NCI. Indeed, at one time the prospect was that similar sums would be spent on radium in future years. The Washington Post reported in 1937 that the plan was for the federal government to spend $1,000,000 over a period of five years: ten grams a year at $20,000 a gram (less than Parran’s estimated cost of the previous year) until the supply was increased to 50 grams. But this plan never came about. Nineteen thirty-eight was the only year in which the use of radium constituted such a large part of the NCI’s budget, and while expenditure on cancer research boomed during the 1940s, the radium loan program soon disappeared from view, its budget so small that it barely figures in the NCI’s accounts after 1940. All it cost was the salary of a part-time administrator, and $2,000 per annum which was transferred to the National Bureau of Standards to check the radium containers.

So why did it end? Part of the reason was the opposition of cancer researchers like Little, who saw in the radium program a danger that “their” institute might be turned into a treatment program for the poor. It will be recalled that research alone had been insufficient justification for the creation of the NCI, and that researchers had piggy-backed on the appeal of radium therapy in Congress to get the 1937 Act passed. But having benefited politically from radium therapy, they now attempted to do away with it through the NACC: a body “seriously criticized for being
made up of non-medical men on the one hand and pathologists on the other,” as one NACC member noted. The initial efforts of its members, however, seem to have gone nowhere. At one point in its second meeting, the NACC tried to reduce the cost of the radium purchase to $10,000, prompting one later commentator to note: “Either it had not been made clear or the council lost sight of the fact that $200,000 of the Institute’s appropriation for that year had to be spent for radium, or else not spent at all.”

Early efforts to get rid of the radium loan program might have been ineffective, but critics soon picked up on a broader anxiety about the program. Physicians and researchers had accepted the creation of the program as an alternative to even more worrying prospects, such as the creation of a federally funded cancer hospital or of a subsidy for diagnostic and treatment services, but, as soon as these problems were out of the way, critics began to focus attention on the radium program itself, fearful that this too might be the thin end of the wedge of socialized medicine. The Washington Post’s suggestion that by 1942 the NCI might have about 50 grams of the element, would have given the institute enormous power over the development of radium therapy in the United States, and perhaps of cancer services more generally. Physicians could look across the Atlantic to Britain, where a government-controlled radium organization had effectively reshaped cancer services in that country by means of its control of a vast proportion of the nation’s radium. American physicians were not enamored of the prospect of similar developments in the United States.

The opportunity to stop such a prospect came about with concerns that there were not enough hospitals and specialists that met the standards of equipment and skill set out by the NCI for a radium loan. The result was that the NACC quickly agreed not to purchase any more radium in future years, and to focus attention instead on the question of medical training and education. To address this issue, the NACC appointed a committee on education, which met for the first time in January 1938, and effectively marked the beginning of the end of plans to expand the radium loan program. Schereschewsky’s concerns that the high standards required of radium practitioners might undermine state efforts to obtain radium had come about, albeit not perhaps in the way he had anticipated.
The discussions that followed as recorded in the verbatim minutes of this committee show how questions of technical competency in the use of radium were intertwined with anxieties about the prospect of state medicine, the nature of specialization in cancer research, and the appropriate role of the federal government in cancer. While most speakers were willing to accept a role for the federal government in training physicians, they expressed deep misgivings about the prospect of state medicine, and about the impact of the federal government on the direction of medical specialization. The debate drifted off into a detailed discussion of training in cancer and the role of the federal government in this, laying the foundations of a new NCI program of clinical training in cancer. ¹⁰⁴

The NACC might have agreed not to purchase radium in future years, but this still left the question of what to do about the $200,000 appropriated for 1938. NACC opinion was a mix of political reluctance to support the loan program, and practical fears that the small hospitals to which they proposed to loan the radium would not have the staff or facilities to handle it safely and effectively. The result was that the NCI put off the purchase of radium while it worked out how to distribute the element, and determine whether it could ensure its competent and safe use. Ironically, this delay lead to a belated and somewhat reluctant support for the loan program as members calculated the political costs of not spending money on a project in which Congress was particularly interested. As one of the opponents of the radium program, Clarence Little, noted, there was a risk that the failure to purchase might endanger congressional support for other projects. “We have to depend on a certain amount of good will on the part of the Congress of the United States if the projects we have already started are to be continued let alone an expansion program,”¹⁰⁵ he noted with reference to plans to expand training and research.

Political calculations also ensured that the NACC continued to ask Congress for money for radium long after it had decided not to expand the program. The problem was, as the director of the NIH, Lewis R. Thompson, put it, that the budget line might disappear if they did not ask for money for radium. The purchase of radium had been in the first year’s appropriation for the NCI, and if it was not included in subsequent years, the risk was that Congress might take away the money. Thompson
explained: “The thing that occurs to them [members of Congress] always is, if you are not going to buy $100,000 worth of radium, let us take it off your appropriation.” This quandary put some members of the NACC into a difficult position. They did not want to lose the money, but they also worried, as Clarence Little put it, that a request for more money for radium “would open the doors to unnecessary political pressure which none of us wants.” The NCI had received more applications for radium than it could fill, and Congress was more interested in present cancer patients than in research. Little feared that the request for radium threatened plans to expand research funding.

The consequence was an extended discussion on the NACC on how to include radium in the funding request to Congress in such a way as to allow the institute to spend the money on other projects. Any last hopes that the radium program might expand disappeared in this convoluted budgetary debate. A mix of medical and scientific opposition to government provision of cancer services, anxieties about the capacity of physicians to use government radium safely and effectively, and some deft political maneuvering, had destroyed hopes of using the resources of the federal government to help indigent cancer patients. Never again would such a large percentage of the NCI’s budget be devoted to providing routine treatment. Instead, the NCI shifted resources to research and training. A different vision of the New Deal had won out. The vision of the NCI as providing free health care for the poor was dead.

Epilogue

What happened to the radium loan program? The vision of the NCI as providing free health care for the poor might have died in 1938, but the radium program did not die with it. Indeed, the number of radium loans increased to average between 52 and 54 hospitals per year for much of the early 1950s—this without any additional radium purchases. A 1962 report noted that between 1938 and 1962, the NCI received 114 applications for radium loans, from 109 institutions or hospitals, 75 of which were approved and 34 were not approved. Five additional loans were made to groups in the Public Health Service, one to a hospital and the remaining four to groups for research purposes. We know the names of only
two hospitals that were rejected, and of only 68 of the 75 hospitals that received radium.\textsuperscript{110}

Despite the increase in loans, after 1940 the NCI gave little attention to the program beyond its routine administration. There were brief discussions of the program on the NACC in 1942 after Pearl Harbor (it was feared that enemy bombing might disperse the radium),\textsuperscript{111} and in 1944 following the inclusion of the NCI into the NIH under the Public Health Service Act (it was feared the loan program might not be legal under an act that did not appear to allow for a treatment program: Lawyers confirmed that the program was legal).\textsuperscript{112} In July 1947 the loan program—originally run from the NCI’s Office of the Director—was transferred to the newly created Cancer Control Branch of the NCI, later renamed the Field Investigations and Demonstrations Branch.\textsuperscript{113}

After 1947 the program continued quietly until the late 1950s, when the NCI became concerned about poor safety standards in many hospitals receiving radium.\textsuperscript{114} The problem was not new. There had been concern about this issue in 1940 when a survey highlighted “rather startling” levels of radiation exposure in cancer clinics,\textsuperscript{115} but the news was new to John Heller, the director of the NCI in the late 1950s. Fearful that the NCI would be criticized for not ensuring the safe use of the radium, Heller appointed an advisory committee to view the future of the program, which led to the radium being recalled, repackaged, and loaned out again under tighter rules.\textsuperscript{116} Heller’s successor, Kenneth Endicott (1960-1969), wanted to close the program down.\textsuperscript{117} But, instead, in January 1961 he appointed a new committee to recommend standards for the allocation of radium, while in June 1961 another committee prepared a “Guide for Protection Against Radiations from Radium in Storage, Use, and Handling.”\textsuperscript{118} In part because of the tighter rules (and perhaps because now the NCI discovered it only had seven rather than nine and a half grams), the number of hospitals using radium seems to have dropped from 54/55 to about 45.\textsuperscript{119}

After this flurry of interest, the program quietly disappeared from attention again. The last record I have of its existence is in 1966, so it probably came to an end in the late 1960s or 1970s.\textsuperscript{120} We may never know precisely when it ended. The files were destroyed in 1988.\textsuperscript{121}
Table 2. Hospitals receiving radium from the NCI, 1938-1943.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Tumor Clinic Approved by ACS</th>
<th>Tumor Clinic Founded</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maryland/D.C.</td>
<td>NCI and the United States Marine Hospital</td>
<td>Washington and Baltimore</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>c.1939(^{122})</td>
<td>(2 grams) Radium for the production of radon, and for research.(^{123})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Hillman Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>1940-</td>
<td>TC: c. 1940.(^{124})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Los Angeles County General Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>1935-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Colorado General Hospital</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>CC: 1926(^{125})</td>
<td>TC: 1937(^{126})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Danbury Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Danbury</td>
<td>1939-</td>
<td>TC:1939(^{129})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grace Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>New Haven</td>
<td>1937-</td>
<td>In existence in 1935</td>
<td>In existence in 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Britain General Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>New Britain</td>
<td>1939-</td>
<td>TC:1939(^{129})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norwalk General Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Norwalk</td>
<td>1940-</td>
<td>TC/CC:1934(^{120})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Francis Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Hartford</td>
<td>1933-</td>
<td>TG: 1935(^{132})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stamford Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Stamford</td>
<td>1940-</td>
<td>TC: 1938(^{133})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>City-County Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>LaGrange</td>
<td>1942-</td>
<td>CC:1938(^{134})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Augusta</td>
<td>1936-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emory University Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>1938-</td>
<td>CC?: 1937(^{135})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territory of Hawaii</td>
<td>The Queen's Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Honolulu</td>
<td>1941-</td>
<td>CC: 1937(^{137})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Cook County Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>1933-4</td>
<td>TC: 1938(^{138})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Indianapolis City Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>1936-</td>
<td>CC&amp;W: 1938(^{140})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protestant Deaconess Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Evansville</td>
<td>1941-</td>
<td>CI: 1939(^{141})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Broadlawns General Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Des Moines</td>
<td>1939-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Sedgwick County Hospital and Clinic(^{†})</td>
<td>Wichita</td>
<td>1939-40 (D)</td>
<td>TC/CC: 1937(^{143})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Norton Memorial Infirmary(^{†})</td>
<td>Louisville</td>
<td>1933-</td>
<td>TC: 1932(^{144})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Joseph's Infirmary(^{†})</td>
<td>Louisville</td>
<td>1933-</td>
<td>TC: 1932(^{145})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Shreveport Charity Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Shreveport</td>
<td>1933-</td>
<td>TC: 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>1939 (D)</td>
<td>Olc: 1930(^{149})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Maryland Hospital(^{†})</td>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Olc: 1930(^{149})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Hospitals receiving radium from the NCI, 1938-1943 (continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Tumor Clinic Approved by ACS</th>
<th>Tumor Clinic Founded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Worcester City Hospital†</td>
<td>Worcester</td>
<td>1934-5 1941-</td>
<td>TC: 1939[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mercy Hall Cancer Hospital††</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>1935-6 (D) 1937-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Receiving Hospital†</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>1933-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Michigan Hospital††</td>
<td>Ann Arbor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>Barnard Free Skin and Cancer Hospital*†</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>1933-39 1940- (H)</td>
<td>CC: 1938[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kansas City Municipal Hospital*††</td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>1936-</td>
<td>Cancer Hospital opened 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missouri Cancer Commission for the Ellis Fischel State Cancer Hospital*††</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>1940- (H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>University of Nebraska Hospital*††</td>
<td>Omaha</td>
<td>1938-</td>
<td>TC founded between 1935 &amp; 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Newark Beth Israel Hospital*†</td>
<td>Newark</td>
<td>1933-</td>
<td>1929[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newark City Hospital*††</td>
<td>Newark</td>
<td>1939/40 radiotherapy department.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Albany Hospital*††[21]</td>
<td>Albany</td>
<td>1938-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Binghamton Hospital*††</td>
<td>Binghamton</td>
<td>1937-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vassar Brothers Hospital*†† (Duchess County Tumor Clinic)</td>
<td>Poughkeepsie</td>
<td>1939-</td>
<td>TC: 1939[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meadowbrook Hospital*††</td>
<td>Hempstead</td>
<td>1935-</td>
<td>TC: 1937[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strong Memorial Hospital (University of Rochester)*††</td>
<td>Rochester</td>
<td>1933-</td>
<td>TC: c1930/1[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>Charlotte Memorial Hospital†</td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duke University Hospital*†</td>
<td>Durham</td>
<td>1939-</td>
<td>TC: 1935[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Carolina Baptist Hospital††</td>
<td>Winston-Salem</td>
<td></td>
<td>TC: 1944[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Elizabeth Steel Magee Hospital†</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>1940-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Misericordia Hospital*††</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Clinic planned 1933[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>Greenville General Hospital†</td>
<td>Greenville</td>
<td>TC:c.1939/40[28]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tri-County Hospital†</td>
<td>Orangeburg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>The Baroness Erlander Hospital*†</td>
<td>Chattanooga</td>
<td>1940-</td>
<td>TC: 1922[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville General Hospital*†</td>
<td>Nashville</td>
<td>1941-</td>
<td>TC: 1940[30]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Hospitals receiving radium from the NCI, 1938-1943 (continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Tumor Clinic Approved by ACS</th>
<th>Tumor Clinic Founded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Baylor University Hospital†</td>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>1933-1942</td>
<td>TC: 1931&lt;sup&gt;174&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>El Paso City-County Hospital†</td>
<td>El Paso</td>
<td>1940-</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(El Paso Country Medical Society Tumor Clinic)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>Mary Fletcher Hospital†&lt;sup&gt;175&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>1939 (D)</td>
<td>TC: 1939&lt;sup&gt;176&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vermont State Cancer Commission for Use at the Rutland Hospital and the X-ray and Radium Institute†&lt;sup&gt;177&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Rutland</td>
<td>1940-</td>
<td>TC: 1939&lt;sup&gt;178&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Medical College of Virginia*†&lt;sup&gt;179&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Richmond</td>
<td>1937-</td>
<td>1937 a TC “in its infancy”&lt;sup&gt;180&lt;/sup&gt; in existence. TC: 1939&lt;sup&gt;181&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Virginia Tumor Clinic†</td>
<td>Charlottesville</td>
<td>1934-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Swedish Hospital*†&lt;sup&gt;182&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>1933-</td>
<td>TC:1932&lt;sup&gt;183&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>Mountain State Memorial Hospital†</td>
<td>Charleston</td>
<td>1933-</td>
<td>TC/CC: 1934&lt;sup&gt;184&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCES AND NOTES FOR TABLE 2

Radium Loans:

Sources:

  * = hospitals recommended for loan in 1939 as listed in this article.

  - Marshino notes that 55 loans were made during this period and that 49 were in effect on 30 June 1943. My own calculation is that 57 loans were made, not including the loan to the Baltimore Marine Hospital.

- Endnotes.

ACS-Approved Clinics:

Sources:


Note: This column lists the date of first approval from 1933 (when the ACS issued its first list of approved clinics) to 1943 or earlier. Some clinics are approved and later removed from the list, hence multiple dates. A blank entry means that no ACS approved clinic existed at that institution from 1933 to 1943. The ACS also included a category of “provisionally approved” clinics—these are included here, but are not identified.
Tumor Clinic Founded:
Sources: See endnotes.
Notes: This column lists the dates the tumor clinic was founded, if known. Some hospitals were serial founders of clinics; hence the multiple entries. Also, because records of the creation of all clinics have not been identified, there are some discrepancies between the dates in this column and the dates of approval. For example, Worcester City Hospital had an approved clinic before the founding of what must have been a new clinic in 1939.

Abbreviations:
TC = Tumor Clinic, OCl = Oncological Clinic, CC = Cancer Clinic, TI = Tumor Institute,
C1 = Cancer Institute, CW = Cancer Ward, TG = Tumor Group, TConf = Tumor conference.
D = Approved as a diagnostic clinic
H = Approved as a cancer hospital
The Johns Hopkins University was approved as an institution in which departments were carrying out approved cancer clinics.
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Note on sources: The NCI’s archives are split in several sites, and the following abbreviations are used: NCI archives (refers to archives listed in the NCI’s LION database); NCI records (refers to archives obtained through the records managers, Ressa Nichols and Karen Hubbard); National Archives (refers to NCI archives held at the National Archives at College Park). The creation of a cancer clinic and the arrival of government radium were often reported in local papers. I relied on newspaper clippings files maintained by local city and county libraries and some hospitals and university centers to identify these reports, and most newspaper citations are from these files. Newspapers are generally cited by the name and date that is given in the clippings file, for example the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, is listed here as the St. Louis Globe. The libraries from which the clippings are taken are generally not cited here unless they are non-local.


5. The wording of the item in the deficiency appropriation act covering the institute’s appropriation (H. R. 8245) was as follows: “National Cancer Institute: For carrying into effect the provisions of section 7 (b) of the National Cancer Institute Act, approved August 5, 1937, fiscal year 1938, $400,000, of which $200,000 shall be available for the purchase of radium.” In 1937, the director of the NIH estimated that expenditure for 1938 would be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expenses of the National Advisory Cancer Council</td>
<td>$10,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary cancer study</td>
<td>27,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase of radium and X-ray equipment</td>
<td>220,250*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous comprising:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Est. San Antonio (Jackson)</td>
<td>$4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Est. Baltimore (Gey)</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pub. Health Methods</td>
<td>33,330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- All other expenses</td>
<td>96,670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(including grants-in-aid, training of specialists, and fellowships)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total miscellaneous</td>
<td>$140,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$400,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $22,250 for X-ray equipment
L. R. Thompson, “Memorandum for the Executive Director, National Advisory Cancer Council,” 5 November 1937, AR-3711-000030, NCI archives. It should be noted that the Cancer Act also authorized an appropriation of $750,000 for building and equipping the NCI building in Bethesda, but this was a one-off appropriation. H.R. 8245 was the first of the annual appropriations for support of the NCI’s activities. A copy of the act is in AR003910, NCI archives.


7. Rader, Making Mice, chap. 4.


9. The Chicago-based physician Frank Edward Simpson, director of the eponymous Simpson Radium Institute, also referred to another less common therapeutic use of radon: the use of radium deposits, the decayed products of radium emanation (labeled RaA, RaB, RaC, RaD, RaE and RaF) that were deposited on the walls of the radon container when the emanation sealed in the container decayed. Frank Edward Simpson, Radium Therapy (St. Louis, Missouri: C. V. Mosby, 1922), pp. 114-15.


in Canada (Montreal: McGill-Queens University Press, 2005). Hayter’s book includes a valuable account of the various ways in which radium was used in the interwar years.


15. Ewing, *Causation, Diagnosis and Treatment of Cancer*, p. 70.


21. The dangers of radium would also have been highlighted to the public by the contemporary scandal over the radium dial painters. See Claudia Clark, *Radium Girls: Women and Industrial Health Reform, 1910-1935*


24. Christine Sadler, “‘Conquer Cancer’ Adopted as Battle Cry of the Public Health Service,” *Washington Post*, 8 August 1937, p. 2. In 1939 it was estimated that there were 133 grams of radium in use in the country. According to a report by the ASCC, public health experts estimated that there should be 2 grams for every million people, or at least 260 grams for the entire country. See, “Radium Loans,” *National Bulletin of the American Society for the Control of Cancer*, September 1939, 21(9): 11.


28. National Advisory Cancer Council (hereafter NACC) meeting, 9 November 1937, pp. 99-100, Record Group 443, Box 6, National Archives, College Park, Maryland.

30. In 1932, R. R. Sayers noted that five states reported no radium in hospitals and that one state, Wyoming, had no radium available for medical purposes at all. Sayers, “Radium in Medical Use in the United States,” p. 308.


33. On the ASCC campaign in the 1920s to promote clinics, see Ella Hoffman Rigney, “The American Society for the Control of Cancer, 1913-1943 (continued),” Bulletin of the American Cancer Society, 1944, 26: 134-142, on p. 136. This campaign continued into the 1930s, and the ASCC undertook cancer surveys in numerous states to encourage the development of services, including Kansas, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Colorado, and Nebraska. For an example of one survey, see Frank Leslie Rector, “A Report of a Survey of Nebraska,” Nebraska State Medical Journal, 1935, 20: 409-42.

34. Ella Hoffman Rigney notes that by 1925 there were 15 permanent cancer clinics: Huntington Memorial Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts; New York State Institute for Malignant Disease, New York; Barnard Free Skin and Cancer Hospital, St. Louis, Missouri; Columbus Cancer Clinic, Columbus, Ohio; Blodgett Memorial Hospital, Grand Rapids, Michigan; Albert Stein Ward (Grady Hospital) for Cancer and Allied Diseases, Atlanta, Georgia; Memorial Clinic and Cancer Institute of the Hospital of the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota; Memorial Hospital, New York Skin and Cancer Hospital, and New York City Cancer Institute, all in New York, New York; Pittsburgh Skin and Cancer Foundation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; American Oncologic Hospital and Philadelphia General Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Rochester Clinic of the New York State Branch of the American Society, Rochester, New York; and the Cancer Clinic of the Women’s Welfare Association, Washington, D.C. Rigney, “American Society for the Control of Cancer, 1913-1943,” p. 137.

39. Faced with a shortfall in money that prompted the closure of all its clinics, in 1940/1941, the state of South Carolina continued to carry out cancer education programs, perhaps in the hope of creating demand for these clinics and for radium, and so pressuring the state legislature for funding. Sixty-Second Annual Report of the State Board of Health of South Carolina, 1 July 1940-30 June 1941, p. 142.
40. See, for example, “Report of the Cancer Committee,” Transactions of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting of the Medical Society of Hawaii. Reorganized 1925, as the Hawaii Territorial Medical Association, 1939, pp. 5-8.
41. For an unpublished history of cancer legislation and of pre-1937 involvement of the federal government in cancer research, see the anonymous document that begins “This chapter tells of the growing concern in Congress about cancer during the 1920’s, culminating in establishment of the National Cancer Institute in 1937; and a brief outline of cancer research in the PHS from 1922 to 1937,” (no date), AR-0000-000188, NCI archives. Note that the 1930 bill S.4531 focused on cancer control as well as research
42. Patterson, Dread Disease, p. 128.
50. See also James Ewing to L. R. Thompson, 11 June 1937, AR-3700-002244, NCI archives.
52. Clarence Little, in U.S. Congress, Senate, Cancer Research: Joint Hearings, p. 56.
53. Thomas Parran, in NACC meeting, 9 November 1937, p. 50.
54. Perhaps it was for this reason that Ewing was opposed to the radium program. James Ewing, in U.S. Congress, Senate, Cancer Research: Joint Hearings, p. 53.
55. Note also the comment by the Secretary of the Treasury that, without both research and facilities for early diagnosis and treatment, any campaign against cancer would only be “partly successful.” Secretary of Treasury to Clarence F. Lea, Chair, House of Representatives Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, n.d. probably 1937, AR-3700-003251, NCI archives.
58. The 1937 Act in fact allowed the radium to be used “for the study of the cause, prevention, or methods of diagnosis or treatment of cancer, or for the treatment of cancer,” but it was treatment rather than research or study that dominated the use of radium. See the copy of the act in “NCI Historical Materials, Vol. II,” AR-6000-005163, NCI archives. For
exceptions, note the report that Strong Memorial Hospital in Rochester, New York, obtained 200 mg. of radium, worth about $6,000 for cancer treatment and research. “Hospital Gets $6,000 in Radium,” Democrat and Chronicle (Rochester), 26 September 1939.

59. For example, at a time when Grace Hospital in New Haven, Connecticut, had no radium, an article in the hospital journal bemoaned the huge sums given to cancer research while so little was given to routine radium therapy. “Radium Valueless Unless Funds Are At Hand for Cancer Cure: Lack of Radium Supply for Cancer Treatment Deplored,” The Grace Hospital News, August 1937, 1 (6): 4.

60. NACC meeting, 9 November 1937, pp. 99-101.

61. The Canadian Eldorado Radium Company told Winthrop K. Coolidge in 1939 that within a year or two the price of radium could rise to $35,000 per gram. The Japanese were purchasing radium steadily, several institutions in the United States had substantial appropriations for its purchase, and supplies were limited. Coolidge also reported that Dr. Curtis at the National Bureau of Standards also expected the price to rise, though he did not venture an opinion as to how high it might go. Winthrop K. Coolidge to Howard A. Kelly, 31 May 1939, Howard A. Kelly papers, Box 7, Folder, “Radium 1939,” Alan Mason Chesney Medical Archives, The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, Baltimore, Maryland. On the Belgian-Canadian agreement, see Landa, “First Nuclear Industry,” and Landa, “Buried Treasure to Buried Waste.”

62. For example, the Citizen’s Hospital in Talladega, Alabama, wanted to sell the government 50 mg. of radium, Claude Sims to J. N. Baker, 20 January 1939, and J. N. Baker to Claude Sims, 23 January 1939. Department of Public Health, Bureau of Administration, Administrative Files of the State Health Office, 1939, SG 7106, Folder “United States Public Health Service 1939,” Alabama Department of Archives and History. Also, Howard A. Kelly, the physician who established the Kelly Hospital in Baltimore, was advised to try the NIH when he considered selling radium in 1939. Charles L. Parsons to Howard A. Kelly, 7 June 1939, Box 7, Folder, “Radium 1939,” Alan Mason Chesney Medical Archives, The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions.

63. Hon, “National Cancer Institute Radium Loan Program,” p. 4. A 1939 press release noted that 8.5 grams of radium were allocated to 35 hospitals in 1939. Later a further 13 were allocated in 1940, suggesting the one hospital had already dropped out, possibly the Fulton State Hospital in Missouri. On the original loan, see the U.S. Public Health Service press release B-3006, 21 July 1939, in RG 26-2-3, “U.S. Public Health Service Records,” Georgia Department of Archives and History, Morrow, Georgia. On the second loan, see “Radium Loans,” Bulletin of the Greenville County Medical Society, 1940, 3: 108-9.
64. The NCI established a clinical cancer research center in the U.S. Marine Hospital at Baltimore, Maryland, under Dr. John E. Wirth. This center was a cooperative project between the Hospital Division of the Public Health Service and the National Cancer Institute. It aimed to bring in all cancer patients east of the Mississippi River who were eligible for treatment in the U.S. Marine Hospitals.

65. See the folder, “Radium, Use of NCBH (1941-1956),” Dorothy Carpenter Medical Archives, Wake Forest University Baptist Medical Center, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

66. For details of one visit to all hospitals in 1942, see Leonard A. Scheele to James N. Baker (State Health Officer, Alabama), 31 December 1940, Department of Public Health, Bureau of Administration of the State Health Office, 1941, SG 7111, Folder “United States Public Health Service through Miscellaneous 1941 National,” Alabama Department of Archives and History. Scheele noted that he and the physicist Mr. Dean Cowie would visit each of the hospitals.

67. NACC meeting, 24 June 1940, pp. 6 & 23, RG 443, Box 7, National Archives. The NACC worried that the complaint about Sedgwick was motivated by local rivalries. In the same meeting, another complaint prompted the NCI to consider a visit to the Nashville General Hospital.

68. Very few records survive regarding the application process for a radium loan. One exception is that of the application by the University of Arkansas Hospital in Class 20DB8, Box 7, Record Group, “College of Medicine Dean’s Office,” Folder, “Cancer–Tumor Clinic, Minutes of Faculty Meetings, 1939-1941,” University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences Archives, Historical Research Center, UAMS Library, Little Rock, Arkansas. This was a late application, begun in 1940, and the university did not get the radium until after 1943; hence its absence from Table 2.

69. Shortly before it acquired NCI radium, the New Britain General Hospital in Connecticut noted that a lack of radium meant it had to send patients elsewhere. Paul D. Rosahan, “Summary of Experiences with Malignancies at New Britain General Hospital, 1929-1938,” *Journal of the Connecticut State Medical Society*, 1939, 3: 405.

70. For example, in 1936/1937 Shreveport Charity Hospital’s O. K. Allen tumor clinic noted that because of its limited facilities it had had to return patients to their homes and have them appear at a later date for treatment. “The most serious handicap which remains is the lack of enough X-ray Therapy equipment and Radium to enable us to dispose of all cases without delay.” *Report of Shreveport Charity Hospital for the Biennial Period, 1936-1937*, p. 18.

71. American College of Surgeons, “Organization of Service for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Cancer. Recommendations by the Committee on the Treatment of Malignant Diseases, American College of Surgeons,” *Surgery,*
Gynecology and Obstetrics, 1930, 51: 570-74. The rules for recognition were printed each year with the list of approved clinics; see the citations for approved clinics in Table 2. Thomas H. Russell, “Report of the Committee on Tumor Study,” Proceedings of the Connecticut State Medical Society, 1934, 142nd Annual Meeting: 47- 50, p. 47.

72. Deborah Kraut in a private communication suggests that administrators at Newark Beth Israel Hospital may have applied for a loan as part of a broader effort to reform the hospital. In 1936, Abraham Lichtman, the incoming hospital president at Beth Israel, initiated changes consistent with what had been implemented at Brooklyn Jewish: physicians who were operating their own practices within the hospital and “paying” an overhead, were given the opportunity to become hospital staff—or leave. The laboratory chief was terminated and replaced, the anesthesia division reorganized, and the physician who was delivering his personal bills to the patients’ beds during their recovery from an operation was reprimanded. Subsequently, his name disappeared from the rolls. As a committee was formed to review the radiation therapy program that same year, Dr. M. Friedman, who owned the radium used by the hospital, was nudged out, and ultimately left, taking his needles with him. On Newark Beth Israel Hospital, see Alan M. Kraut and Deborah A. Kraut, Covenant of Care: Newark Beth Israel and the Jewish Hospital in America (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 2007).

73. These were Danbury Hospital, Connecticut; Mercy Hall Hospital, Detroit, Michigan; Newark City Hospital, New Jersey; Charlotte Memorial Hospital, North Carolina; North Carolina Baptist Hospital, Winston-Salem, North Carolina; Misericordia Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Greenville General Hospital, South Carolina; and Tri-County Hospital, Orangeburg, South Carolina.

74. The problem had begun before the creation of the NCI, when hospital and state authorities found that clinics were a magnet for indigent patients, which led to more demands for more expensive equipment that threatened to overwhelm resources. For example, following the opening of a clinic at the City Hospital in Worcester, Massachusetts, there was an increase in X-ray treatment, amounting to some 45 percent more than the previous year. The numbers of patients increased again in 1941 by 145, so that a total of 297 patients had come under the supervision of staff members interested in cancer. See Annual Report of the Trustees of the City Hospital of the City of Worcester for the Year Ending December 31, 1939, 1940, p. 5; Annual Report of the Trustees of the City Hospital of the City of Worcester for the Year Ending December 31, 1941, 1942, p. 3. Similarly, Los Angeles County General Hospital reported an increase of 19 percent in 1937/1938 in the total work load of the Radiology Service, with striking increases in therapeutic exposures and radiation treatments (X-rays and radium), being 20 percent and 27 percent respectively. See County of Los Angeles,
Department of Charities, *Los Angeles County General Hospital, Annual Report for the Fiscal Year ended June 30, 1938*, p. 49. See also the comments of James Ewing in NACC meeting, 14 February 1938, p. 542, RG 443, Box 6, National Archives.

75. For example, in 1937 the Indianapolis City Hospital noted that its tumor or cancer clinic had increased its average daily attendance over the past year, due to referrals by doctors in other clinics of suspicious malignant lesions, and also due to the follow-up work being done. Patients, it argued, were becoming more conscious of the need for periodical examinations and were cooperating better than in the past. The City Hospital opened a new cancer clinic in 1938, financed with a philanthropic gift of $100,000 that offered free diagnosis and treatment to the poor. The NCI’s loan of radium in 1940 was part of this broader hospital effort to expand cancer services. See *Annual Report of the City Hospital, Indianapolis, Indiana, for the Year ending December 31, 1937*, p. 31; Hester Anne Hale, *Caring for the Community: The History of Wishard Hospital* (Indianapolis: Wishard Memorial Foundation, 1999), p. 79; “City Hospital Given Radium Worth $7000,” *Indianapolis News*, 18 March 1940, pt. 2, p. 1.

76. One hospital in Waycross, Georgia, was turned down for a loan because the hospital did not have a qualified radiotherapist to handle the radium. The local medical society protested this decision, because the local physician had installed, at his own expense, a deep X-ray therapy machine, and because following the reopening of the clinic, X-ray cases had gone elsewhere. Kenneth McCullough (Secretary, Ware County Medical Society) to T. F. Abercrombie (Director, Georgia Department of Public Health), 13 November 1939; T. F. Abercrombie to Kenneth McCullough, 18 November 1939; R. Mosteller (Director, Cancer Control, State of Georgia) to Kenneth McCullough, 20 November 1939; T. F. Abercrombie to Dr. B. H. Minchew (Waycross, Georgia), 28 November 1939; B. H. Minchew to T. F. Abercrombie, 4 December 1939, all in Public Health Director Correspondence Files, Record Group 26, Sub-Group 2, Series 3, Georgia Department of Archives and History.


78. The loans to the Barnard Free Skin Hospital, the Kansas City General Hospital, the Ellis Fischel State Cancer Hospital, and the Fulton State

79. The loans to the City-County Hospital in LaGrange, the Emory Hospital in Atlanta, and the University Hospital in Augusta, were part of a broader effort by the state health department to establish a network of cancer clinics and hospitals across Georgia. All three hospitals had established tumor clinics shortly before the NCI program. The Georgia scheme is discussed in the body of this paper.

80. Loans to Greenville General and Tri-County Hospitals were part of a South Carolinian anti-cancer crusade that was established under the state’s 1939 cancer act. Greenville and Tri-County were two of nine hospitals in South Carolina which agreed to accept state-aid patients under the state board of health’s plan for the treatment of indigent cancer patients which began operation on 1 May 1940. Under this plan, the state board of health would pay for hospital care and the use of X-rays and radium in diagnosis and treatment and physicians were to give their services free of charge. The plan was evolved in accordance with a law submitted by the cancer commission of the South Carolina Medical Association and passed by the legislature. See “Cancer Control in South Carolina,” *Bulletin of the Greenville County Medical Society*, 1939, 2: 115; “General Hospital to Treat Needy Cancer Victims with State Aid,” *Greenville Piedmont*, 30 April 1940, p. 9; General Assembly in June 1939, *Acts and Resolutions of the General Assembly*
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81. On the impact in the southern part of the state of the NCI loan of 90 mg to the Vermont Cancer Commission at Rutland, see First Annual Report of the Vermont State Cancer Commission for the Year Ending June 30, 1940, p. 5.
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83. T. F. Abercrombie to R. R. Spencer (Executive Assistant, NIH), 22 March 1938, U.S. Public Health Service Records (Report Files), Record Group 26, Sub-Group 2, Series 3, Georgia Department of Archives and History.


85. T. F. Abercrombie to R. R. Spencer, 22 March 1938. The point was echoed by the acting director of cancer control in Georgia. See J. W. Schereschewsky to Dr. L. R. Thompson (Director, NIH), 30 May 1938. Both in U.S. Public Health Service Records (Report Files), Record Group 26, Sub-Group 2, Series 3, Georgia Department of Archives and History.
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88. “Radium Loan Regulations,” p. 9; Hon, “National Cancer Institute Radium

89. Carl Voegtlin to Dr. S. P. Cromer (Dean of the School of Medicine, University of Arkansas), 9 April 1941, in Class 20DB8, Box 7, Record Group “College of Medicine Dean’s Office,” Folder, “Cancer–Tumor Clinic. Minutes of Faculty Minutes, 1939-1941,” Historical Research Center, University of Arkansas Medical Sciences Archives. The University of Arkansas was in the process of applying for NCI radium. In this letter, Voegtlin asked whether the gynecological surgeon and radium therapist, Dr. Glenn Johnson, who was to handle the radium at the University of Arkansas, had the equivalent qualification of the diploma of the ABR. Johnson did not have the diploma, and this request led the Dean of the College of Medicine to write several letters to physicians asking for statements that Johnson’s qualifications were equivalent to this qualification. For similar concerns about the liability of the government for the mishandled radium, see comments by L. R. Thompson, in NACC meeting, 25 July 1938, p.125.

90. J. W. Schereschewsky to Dr. L. R. Thompson (Director, NIH), 30 May 1938 in U.S. Public Health Service Records (Report Files), Record Group 26, Sub-Group 2, Series 3, Georgia Department of Archives and History. The Georgian solution was that the state would be responsible for maintaining minimal standards at centers, by appointing a consulting radiologist who would standardize treatment at the various centers in Georgia. For concern that the federal regulations for providing free radium treatment might be a problem for the clinic at Augusta, see G. T. Bernard to T. F. Abercrombie, 25 July 1939, Public Health Director Correspondence Files, Record Group 26, Sub-Group 2, Series 3, Georgia Department of Archives and History.


92. J. W. Schereschewsky to Dr. L. R. Thompson (Director, NIH), 30 May 1938, U.S. Public Health Service Records (Report Files), Record Group 26, Sub-Group 2, Series 3, Georgia Department of Archives and History.

93. Hopes of obtaining radium for a bomb to be located at Memorial seem to have died in February 1938. See comments by Ewing and Little in NACC meeting, 14 February 1938, p. 533, RG 443, Box 6, National Archives.

94. NACC meeting, 9 November 1937, p. 99.


96. Spear and Griffiths, Radium Commission; David Cantor, “The Definition of Radiobiology: The Medical Research Council’s Support for Research into the Biological Effects of Radiation in Britain, 1919-1939” (Ph.D. dissertation, Lancaster University, 1987); Caroline Murphy, "A History of

97. NACC meetings, 14 February 1938, pp. 501-2 and 28 April 1938, p. 498, in RG 443, Box 6, National Archives.


99. Hektoen noted that the appropriation for 1938 was the same as for the previous year, but that there was no requirement to use the money for particular purposes. Ludvig Hektoen, “The National Cancer Institute Act,” Bulletin of the American Society for the Control of Cancer, October 1938, 20 (10): 1-3, on p. 2.

100. On Little’s opposition to the distribution of radium for treatment, see NACC meeting, 9 November 1937, p. 93. He preferred that the radium be used for research.

101. Comments of R. R. Spencer in NACC meeting, 3 January 1939, p. 89, RG 443, Box 7, National Archives.

102. Comments probably by Ora Marshino, “NCI Historical Materials, Vol. III,” AR-6000-005164, NCI archives. The NACC was advised by the Director of NIH, L.R. Thompson, that the $200,000 allocated to radium could be reduced. See NACC meeting, 9 November 1937, p. 34. He later noted that legal counsel said that unless the $200,000 was spent on radium the money would revert. NACC meetings, 14 February 1938, pp. 501-2 and 28 April 1938, p. 613, RG 443, Box 6, National Archives.

103. NACC meeting, 3 October 1938, pp. 114-21, RG 443, Box 6, National Archives.
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108. On radium applications and congressional interest in present cancer patients, see comments by Ludvig Hektoen and Francis C. Wood, NACC meeting, 3 October 1938, pp. 100 and 110.

109. Six of the seventy-five hospitals that received radium terminated their original contracts, and reapplied for a second loan, all of which were approved. Thirty-four institutions remained in the program until all the contracts were terminated in 1962 at the time of reorganization. Hon, “National Cancer Institute Radium Loan Program.”
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